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CHAPEL

Alumni Dept. Will Play Bridge For Little Theatre
British War Aid
Soon to Produce
Publish Complete
Attention all bridge players! A
be held at Babcock Family Portrait
dessert bridge
Catalogue Shortly Saturday,
Nov.
at p.m. for the

Fri

xer,

.

Tues.,

2

Names are catalogued under a
system by class listings, alphabetically," and by geographical listings
of their homes at the time of their
attendance in college. With each' name
is given a brief summary of individual present status, martial status, occupations subsequent to - graduation,
college degrees and honors, and other
consequental material. All this data
dates back to the founding of Wooster University Dec. 18, 1866.
As a university, Wooster subsidized Oct, 5. 1870 a medical college
in Cleveland, Ohio, which was until
1890 , fl continuation, of the Charity
Hospital Medical College. In that year
this particular institution became a
branch of the" Wesleyan University
Medical College and remained that
way until 1910 when Western Reserve
assumed the responsibility. There were
653 students who took this branch of
the university training.
ZL
replaced
was
charter
university
.The
June 15, 1914 by a college charter,
but until 1928 there were a few post
graduate degrees granted by the college for special work. The graduate
school was "discontinued as early as
1903, but many students took graduate courses under the auspices of the
college until the above date.
Thist catalogue is to come out in
' book form, is not illustrated, and contains 625 pages of statistical history
of Wooster men and women.
tri-inde-

x

.

Department Plans
Exhibits, Lecture

The art department, under Mr.
Edward Peck and Mr, Wendell Gates,
has been improved with new equipment. Exhibits have been planned and
lectures secured for the benefit of the
whole college, while intensive and interesting work is being done by the
art students.
.

The beginning classes, are learning
and practicing the uses of color in
paifltingstilllif eand ooinvill put
their knowledge io practical use by
working In crafts. The
class has spent the . first half of the
semester in sketching action and will
advance to composing and developing
figures during the remaining half of
the course. The classes in ' oil and
r
painting are studying expression of ,the medium they are worklife-drawin-

g

water-colo-

ing with.
Mr. Peck announces that there will
be a series of art exhibits during the
year. In addition to the display of
local artists' paintings and student
works in the spring, there will be exhibits of Spanish art, including man
uscripts, weavings, and reproductions
of Spanish masterpieces; one of wood
carvings by an Ohio artist, Mr. John
Rood; and another of Veramics by
Vioika Timiriasieff.
"

'y

"Family Portrait," a religioiis-dram- a
Wed., Nov. 20 Address by President
by Lendre Coffee and William Joyce
Wishart.
Cowan, will be the next major dra
matic event on the campus. This production will be given the evenings of
Nov. 27, 28 and 29 in Scott auditori

um.:
Because of the long Thanksgiving
in the meantime, director
Arthur Kaltenborn has. announced
that the sale of tickets will begin unusually 'early. Starting tomorrow at
1:15 p. m. at the foot of the stairs in
Kauke, the tickets will be on sale at
the 'usual price of 35 .cents.
"Family Portrait" caused an unusual furore among dramatic critics
two seasons ago when it first appeared
on Broadway. Sloughing off the traditional ministerial tone of religious
drama, this unusual play aroused vehement objections on the ground of
blasphemy from some, and even more
loudly proclaimed praise from many
others.
j
The plot is, briefly, a picture of
Christ as seen' through the eyes of his
unsympathetic family and neighbors.
Because the language is unadorned
and unlocalized, we might expect to
meet this family and these typical
neighbors in any community from
Judea to W6ester
In their discussions of this enigmat
ic figure,, whom even Mary does not
really understand, Christ is personi
fied as a man with new and revolu
tionary ideas in any age. From the
beginning His mission until eight
years after His death, the characters
of the play echo in fragmentary and
homely terms the ideals of their
Friend, who, although He does not
appear on the stage, is nevertheless
"
very real to the audience.
Among the characters in the rather
large cast, the following play "a prominent part: Marilynn Johnston as
Mary, Joan Campbell as Mary
and Martha Stark as Mary
Magdelene. The male parts include
Robert Thomas, Wayne Lykes, Walter
Krumm and Robert Arnold, who play
the four brothers of Christ. Of particular interest to many is the fact that
Edward Eberhart,
d
son
of Professor Eberhart, will play the
role of Daniel, Mary's oldest grand
child.
week-en- d

Cle-opha- s,

An exhibit of Chinese art is oer- manently displayed in cases in Taylor"
hall. Two of the figurines are provincial art and date back to the Ming
Velo
dynasty. The twelve Chinese scrolls
hanging in Taylor hall are copies on
Subsidizing
silk gauze of an original masterpiece
by Shin , Fu Chin Ying which was
The freshman debate club met Nov. painted in 1450. The scrolls are about
two hundred years old.
11 'in room 6, Taylor hall. The discollege
"Resolved:
that
For the benefit of students there is
Robert Payson Hill graduated from
cussion on:
led
was
subsidized"
be
should
an
art lending 'library, containing 150 the Conservatory of Music of the Col
athletics
by Peggy Welsh, Kenneth Hovanic, paintings, which students may borrow lege of Wooster in 1931, and has since
Bill Hydflfn', and Don Coates. At the to hang in their rooms,
that time, engaged in several aspects
beginning" of the meeting four were
of his chosen career.
affirmative, five were negative, and
During the first four years after
graduation, Mr. Hill studied at the
two were neutral. After the discussion,
Wooster Arranges Joint
each neutral member took a side and
Julliard School of Music In New York
in favor of the College Speech Program as a special student in piano under
the vote stood
negative.
Josef Lhevinne. After completing his
On. Thursday,. Nov- - 7.Marilynn course there,
the young pianist re- -- ThPsub"cdKfrw-meetxtrff'fe.
Johnston - and " Joan - Campbell : took
to
turned
Wooster
where Me was a
' "Resolved: trjat compulsory chapel part in the recital program at the
member
of
faculty
the
at the Con
should be abolished"." The speakers are speech institute held at Kent State
seven-year-ol-

Frosh Debaters
Athletics

Bob Hill Follows

Changing Career

.

six-fiv-

e

.

Charles Schollenberger, Bob Borland, University.
Nancy Robinson, and Kenneth Ho- The evening was devoted to poetry
atii-'wfcwi-

ll-a

permanent officers, io a large

attend-

ance is desired.

The club is anxious to increase the
number at its meetings, and invites all
freshmen who want to take part in a
good discussion to come Monday,
Nbv. 18 at 7 p.m. to room 6, Taylor
hall.

byiW'efi
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A

.

'

college.
(Continued
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Ver Steeg,
to the campus,
' and " to geology "majors particularly.
.

well-know- n

,

on Pift 4)

where Dr Ver Steeg will do geological Classical Club Discusses
research in connection with field trips Music of Ancient Greece
from centralized spots. All these will
be mixed with pleasure at teeing new
geologic and scenic features as well as
"The Music of Ancient Greece and
revisiting many localities with which Rome" will be the subject
of a talk
he is already, familiar.
given by John Bone at the November
meeting of the Classical Gub which
will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 19, at
Student Volunteers Begin 7.00 prm. in Kauke Music room. Sev
eral records from the Carnegie
Series of Religious Talks collection will be used to illustratemusic
an
dent modes and themet of music. The
During the next few weeks the Stu- program will.be. concluded with
re
dent Volunteers will have a series of cordings of modern musical
interpre
talks and discussions on various
tations of ancient classic themes.

He plans to taken an extensive trip
through the west ( visiting important
geological areas. 'His itinerary varies
from the resort atmosphere of Florida
to the Mahabi dessert,, including an
extensive stay in Albuquerque, travel
through the : significant Bryce "and
The topic for this week it "BudZion Canyons, Yellowstone National dhism." The ditcussion will be led by
Kappa Theta Meets
Park, California in general, New Or- Joan Campbell, i
7
leans, Death Valley, and the northern
The meeting will be- - held Sunday
There will be a business meeting of
'
lakes.
afternoon" at 4:30 at Westminster Kappa Theta Gamma' Thursday, Nov
These are only a few of the places Cottage.
.14' at 7:00 p.m: in Taylor hall. -re-

ligions.

--

'

.

National'F.Jn

sponsored by the
of McDowell clubs. Later he toured
the country with several noted concert
artists, among them Joseph Knitzer,
violinist; Richard Bonelli, baritone;
and Ross Graham, baritone.
At the present time, Mr. Hill . is
reaching in New York; where he lives
with his wife, the .former Genevieve
Rowe, and is assisting a noted vocal
coach, Queena Mario, in making: rec
ords of her teaching methods.
--

Series on Semester Leaves Starts
With Ver Steeg's Western Journey
For three consecutive issues the
Voice will print the plans of three
professors who will take their sabbatical leave the second semester of this
school year. The three men are Prof.
Karl Ver Steeg, Prof. Tostlebe and
Prof. Roy I. Grady.
The series begins with Dr. Karl

servatory until 1938.
InJ937t Mr. Hill was one of the

'--

ffcfth-iaireading
the three colleges, Ohio Wesleyan,
Kent State, and Wooster.
The program was arranged without
the idea of a contest but simply to
have a pleasant interpretative program
by the two representatives from each

.

;

Nov. 19 Devotional service
followed by notices and
meetings.

On Nov. 27 at 8 p.m. in the chapel,
the students of Wooster College will
have the opportunity of hearing Erika
Mann, daughter of the distinguished
author, Thomas Mann. However it is
not on the reputation of her father
that the W. S. G. A. it bringing her
to the campus, but on her own merit
as a writer and actress of note. This
former desire to go on the stage now
When the Index photographer, Phil
has been changed to an arden drive
Good pushes the shutter of hit camto work for the cessation of dictatorera at 12:15 this Saturday morning,
ships.
the five week seige of taking and reMiss Mann, the eldest daughter of a
taking sophomore and junior class
family, was expatriated
tyranny-hatinpictures will be practically ended. Tjie
shortly after she left Germany. Since 1
pictures Saturday will be taken in
that time she hat traveled extensively
Hoiden hall between 9:30 a.m. and
in Europe, being in Czechoslocakia
12:15 p.mTA schedule of times and
when Hitler added it to the Reich, and
places is posted on the bulletin board
being
Europe when England and

Woosterites Pose
For Final Photos

g

in

in

that dormitory.
France declared war on Germany.
That every picture should tell a Therefore the W. S. G. A. feels that

story has been the aim of the 1941
staff; pictures have been taken at all
of the familiar places on the campus
in an effort to present an informal
review of the year. ,
Because the Index staff is not infallible they admit the possibility of there
being a few students for whom pic
tures, were not assigned. Posted on
Kauke bulletin board early next week
will be a sheet of paper on which those
persons missed tan write their names.
Several groups of freshmen have already been .taken. The rest of the
first year students will be taken early
in December. Organization pictures
will be taken Dec. 10, 11, and 12.

Freshman Actors
Present Come
"No, Not the Russians" by Osmond
Malarsky will be presented Tuesday
evening, Nov. 19 by a group of the
Freshmen Apprentices in the Little
Theatre. This will be the first of a
series of plays to be given by the
group.
.
t
"No, Not the Russians" is a
farce comedy. Its underlying plot is
play
similar to that of the
Take
"You
Can't
of stage and screen,
It With You." It is a satire on the
one-ac-

well-know-

n

public who believe

American
thing they read. .
The scene of the play is a home in
the Palisades along the Hudson river
in New York. The plot begins to
rapidly unravel when this family reads
a newspaper article about a gas discovered by some Russians which will
put the destruction of civilization at
their fingertips. What the family believes, and what is the outcome is both
amusing and amazing. ,
Characters in the play include Miss
Jones, Anne M alone; Mother, Betty
Steiner; Father, John Bathgate; Eric,
Stan Fisher; John, John Stocker;
Aileen, Emadel Daniel. The play is
under the direction of Beth Boyer,
Each of these Freshmen Apprentices
playsr is lto be.jdirected byz scmdeat.
in the play production course.
every-

,

.

PickCheering Squad

her recent contacts with the world
abroad makes her appearance especially timely and appropriate.
Because of her keen intellect, firm
.

.

.- -

..

....

convictions, poise, and courage, she
has been described "as a Mann to re
member."
.

,

Fet- -

-

Offer Award For
Oratorical Contest
First college oratorical Contest, open
to all upper classmen, will be held
the first week in December in Taylor
hall. The two winners will each re
ceive a cash prize of 25, and will rep.
resent Wooster at the state oratorical
and the civil oratorical contests.
Anvone interested In entering the
Wooster contest it asked to see Pro
fessor Delbert Lean of the speech
department. Any sophomore, junior,
or senior men are eligible.
Two winners will be selected by three
faculty members who will be Judges
for the contest. Besides each receiving
the prize of 25, these two orators will
represent Wooster in competition with
other Ohio colleges in the state orator-ical- "
contest to be held at Wittenberg
Friday, Feb. 21, and in the civic oratorical contest in Detroit Friday, May
.

Students Receive
Low Train Rates
The Dean's office reminds all students planning to go home for
Thanksgiving that all absences from
regular appointments during the 24
hours immediately preceding or following a holiday are counted at
double cuts and that a further penalty
of five dollars is imposed. Students
who have been absent from any classes
within this 24 hour period will not
be permitted to
the classes
concerned until they present a permit
from the Dean of Men or the Dean
--

,

re-ent-

er

of Women.
A ticket agent from the Pennsylvania railroad will be at Babcock on
the evening of Monday, Nov. 18, and
Tuesday, Nov. 19, to sell tickets to
students at a special rate.
Those staying in Wooster for
Thanksgiving will be interested in
the following arrangaments: Wednesday, Nov. 20, dinner will be served
at Kenarden and Hoover. Thursday,
Nov. 21 and Friday, Nov. 22, all
meals for both men and women students will Je served at Babcock. Hoiden will be the dining place Saturday,
Nov. 23, and Sunday, Nov. 24. A
buffet supper will be served in all the
dorms Sunday evening.
Students may stay in their own
rooms; all the dormitories will remain
open during the holiday period.

Pembroke Takes
In Eight Members

Pembroke literary society is conducting both informal and formal initiation of the eight upperclast women
recently elected into membership at a
meeting to be held tonight at 6:45
p. m. in lower Babcack. The novices
having been provided with a general
theme, 'The Divine Comedy," and
are expected to present a brief play
with music. At further initiation, these
girls who were elected on a basis of
their creative literary ability, have been
2.
assigned topics and been instructed
A woman orator and reader will be to deal with them in the style of speciselected by the speech department in fied authors.
January to represent Wooster in the
Assuming they survive the informal
women's oratorical contest. This con initiation, Imogene Bingaman, Betty
test will be held in March in compe Boulton,
Campbell,
Lucille
Lois
tition with other Ohio colleges. .
Clowes, Mary Lou Greene, Barbara
Haas, Jo Kibler, and. Marion Roller
will be formally inducted into the club
by means of a new initiation ceremony
written by Betty Dodds, president of

Students Prance
For Modern Dance

Dr. Johnston of Rochester
Will Preside at Meetings
"Developing a - Christian Philos
ophy of Life" is tha main theme of
this year's Week of Prayer starting
Dec. 1. The Big Four will brine Dr.
Paul C Johnston to tha campus for
chapel

talks

and

evening

services

throughout the week. Dr. Johnston,
who is pastor of the ThirdPresbyter-ia- n
Church in Rochester, N.
is the
president of the Foreign Mission board
of the Presbyterian 'church. He will
speak on such topics as "The Heroic
",
Mind", "On Being Spiritually
and "Youth Validates Its
Future".
Radio-Active-

Announce Group Leaden
As in previous years, the week will
include a series of group meetings conducted - by upperclass counsellors.
James Baird, chairman of the Week
of Prayer committee, has announced
the following list of their names. The
senior girls include Doris Bennett,
Dorothy Booher, Alice Carmirhaal,
Jean Carroll, Margaret Ellis, Eleanor
Fleming, M. E. Johnson, M. E. John-ste- n,
Mel Lytle, Ruth Purdy, Elizabeth Roeder, - Marian Smith, Margaret Swartz, Lois Wharton, Mary
Young, Drusilla May, Ruth Gens-bigle- r,
Jean Jacobson, Mary Wilcox,
Betty Dodds, Nina Parry, Edna Eas
ton, Beth Boyer, Chris Bryson, Alfie
Gabriel, and Dane McVay.

Sophomorte and junior girls are
Martha McCr eight, Celia Retzler, Eleanor Rodgers, Louise Stewart, Betty
Lockwood, Alice NefF, Jean Stratton,
Jean Loweth, Mary Alice Cremeans,

,

Ruth Twitchell, Tillie Walker, Lois
Wilson, Glenys Morris, Mary Jane
Benson, Marion Carleton, Mamie
Thomas, Martha Stark, Gwen Polen,
Sib Mackey, Phoebe Houser, Maria
Folberth, Sue Burkhart, Ruth Lam-bor- n,
Lorna Strawn, Helen Lewis,
Phyllis ' Clark, Margaret Sherrard,
Mary Osborne, Barbara McConnell,
Becky Hostetter, Kay Smith, and Lois
Lambie.

"

"

The

Leaders in Men's Dorms '
Kenarden group is David

.

Charles
Jack Houghton,
Wynn, James Bean, Jim Vitella, Paul
Gruber, Bob Dunlap, Robert More-lanWillard Trimbath, Craig Fabian, Roger Beck, Harold Streeper, and
Jim Cannell.
Brown,

d,

Douglass Zook, Bill Cox, Bill Barr,
Charles Somen, and. Jim Donald-to- n
were selected from Warburton,
Ninth Section and the boys' Inky.

the organization.
At the conclusion or the meeting
The list for Douglass is Harry Bige-loIf some unknowing person were to there will be a social period and re
Andy Lowry, Vance Mitchell,
stroll by chance past Galpin some freshments will be served.
'
John Bathgate, Bill Lefevre, Ed MorMonday afternoon and look into the
w,

basement, he would probably have
a mild shock. There he would see
girls distorted into weird shapes with
their hands dangling gracefully. ?
ed-Troia

tion"

for-distribu-

Music by Doris

organist.

Campus
Prepares
Discuss Dictators
In Chapel Speech For Praye r Week
Erika Mann Will

'-

16,

Address by Polanyi.

15

Mon., Nov. 18

will

benefit of British war' relief. In addiThe College of Wooster Alumni tion to bridge, there will be a sale of
Catalogue, the most comprehensive plants and homemade candy and a
college publication of each decade in display of attractive' Thanksgiving
its past clientele and past and present table decorations..
personnel is now in its final stages of
All students are cordially, invited.
proof-readin- g
and is to be off the
Tickets may be purchased from Miss
in appress ready
Frances Guille or from the desk girls
"
proximately six weeks.
at hjelden and Babcock. The price is
This contribution to the college de- 50 cents a person. There will be prizes
partment of information is the work for the highest scores in both contract
of the Alumni department. Lists con- and auction bridge and also some dqpr
tain the names of 10,470 students who prizes.
have cither graduated from Wooster
or who have at some time concluded
the equivalent of a full semester's
work here. Of the gross total 9,101
graduates are alive today.

Nov.

Number 8
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Wooster Alimni Ca ulcjus
Will Appear Soon

one position and slip right back into
another twice as confusing. Then they
straighten up and suddenly are leap

ing around th"
2&Vif&4lleJtr
they
Then as If amused by
take time out for a laugh. One girl
Under
complains of a sore toe. She knocked
A new system for choosing the it against the wall in the midst of her
cheerleaders has been selected by the prancing. Oh yes, didn't you know?
Student Senate. Next year six cheer- They dance in their bare feetl" .
This observation is being made
leaders (three men and three women
the practice periojlTtajlancing
about
will behoserr-frothe incoming
really achieve some mighty
coeds
freshman class by a committee. This
dance
routines even if- they are
pretty
composed
of the
committee will be
fantastic.
S.
M.
president,
the
Student Senate
G. A. nresident. W. S. G. A. cresident.
the retiring head cheerleader, and the Wooster Symphony Plans
hea4 of the athletic department. These
freshmen will serve as apprentice! for Anniversary Celebration
one year and when there are vacancies
The date of Dec. 18, 1940 marks
on the squad, they will be filled by the
apprentices. The apprentices are ex- the actual twenty 'fifth anniversary
pected to practice once a week. The date of the Wooster symphony orches
regular tquad of cheerleaderi will be tra, for it was exactly a quarter cencomposed only of sophomores and tury ago, on this very date, that the
players got
juniors and will- practice three timet first orchestrally-minde& week. At the end of the first year at together with an' idea.
Needless to say, the symphony ofa cheerleader, a member of the squad
will receive a megaphone insignia, at ficials are going to do something about
the end of the second year a varsity it' this coming Dec. 18. There is to be
letter.
a celebration during the intermission
time, with a few short talks and recognition of the charter members. The
Come to Voice Meeting program also bears tome of the num
bert played upon the farst concert,
All Voice reporter!, newt heads, though for the most part the orchestra
and feature writer! are required to has limply outgrown its original ca
."
,
meet in Kauke 120 Friday at 3:30 pacity.
p.m. Any excuses for absences must
Details as" to program, soloists and
be made in writing to Helen Morry or pirtidpatins speakers will appear in
"
'
. .
the next issue.
Jim Wise.

CSV

New

Office Warns Students
About Use of Buildings

75Twsa'ffice
has been

announces that
there
an abuse of the priv
ilege of working in the educational
buildings at night of late. Students
..SdffrRled that no one is to occupy
any ef the upstairs roornless for
special work with the permission of
the professor.
--

ris, Bill McVetty, Alexander Drysdale
and Bill Jones.

Jean Hudson, Doris Bennett, Jean
Loweth, and Don Lusk are other members of .the Week of Prayer commit-tee.

:

.

-

-

All college departments are coop- -,
erating in an effert to make this a
successful religious experience for the
student body. Several of the. faculty
aire writing commentaries
on the
Week of Prayer and its value.
-

Quietness and Beauty of Campus
Impresses New College Treasurer

m

-

-

d

k

'

,

A newcomer to Wooster's doggie
population is an Irish terrier. When
you see him playing around the campus grounds and having the time of
his life, look again and somewhere
nearby will be Mr. Bruce Knox, the
new treasurer of the college.
Seated in the treasurer's office, Mr.
Knox seems to be an old timer at
Wooster, as he has been here often
while working for Ernst and Ernst,
a Cleveland firm of public accountants.
Twelve years ago, when he first visited Wooster, it made a favorable impression on him. Now that he is living
here, he says that the one thing about
Wooster that stands out for him is the
amount of open space not only in
the residential districts of the town,
but on .the campus. The quietness of
Wooster also has impressed him after
the crowded, noisy condition in the
bigger cities. His home town was Yel
low Springs Ohio and so he naturally
knows Ohio quite welL
An important part of anyone's life
is his family. Mrs. Knox has been kept
busy since her arrival in Wooster just
,

.

meeting people. Two other important
members of the family are their two
girls, ages 12 and 15.
.

Mr. Knox .and his daughters share
a liking for outdoor lifesAll of diem
enjoy swimming and hope to find a
place to substitute for Lake Erie. An
additional hobby of flower gardening
will probably keep Mr. Knox busy in
his spare time next spring.

Y W Gives Joint Meeting
With Sunday Night Forum
The

Y.W.CA. will

hold

.

f

a joint

the ound&y bvetung
Forum on Sunday, Nov. 17 in order
to make up for the meeting which
will be tost by the Thanksgiving holi
day. The program will be presented
by the interest groups of the Y. W.
C A. These groups, which every girl

meeting

with

joins when entering the dub, are
planned to fit the various interests and
needs of the members.
The program of the Y. W. C A.
on Wednesday, Dec 4 will also be in
charge' of the interest groups.
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. Arc not college student old enough to know
better? Can't students tear up paper! collect
souvenirs, make confetti in their respective
dorms without going to a dance and tearing
the decorations assunder. The most recent of'
and Dad's
fenses have occurred at the
and
decoration
her
dance.
Celia
Retzler
Day
committee spent considerable money and energy decorating for the J'Hop, and even
f
hour of the
worked up to within
dance. However, one hour after the dance had
decorations had been
begun, the
pilfered, and the ceiling streamers were cluttering up the floor. We realise that ot always the worst offenders are those, dancing,
but more Jrequently than not are those persons in die balcony including Kghschdol stu7"
dents. Certain precautionary steps should be
- taken by the various .organizations sponsoring
dances assuring themselves that their decorations won't be ruined by a few thoughtless
'and irresponsible persons. If students and
spectators can't restrain themselves at a dance,
then it is high time that the Student Senate
take steps to close the gym balcony to spectators and to rid the dance floor of flagrant
violators. R.G.W.

cheap-skate-

one-hal-

--

back-boar- d

s,

all-em-bracingermw-

ould

open-hous-

Recommends DT Johnston

e,

'

November 11, 1940

I gready covet for both student body and
faculty the. privilege of hearing my old friend,
Paul C. Johnston. I have known hin ever

n

since his seminary days, and have followed his
career with both pleasure and pride. He came
East from one of the most commanding pulpits
in the Midle West at Lincoln, Nebraska; and
he now occupies an equally outstanding pulpit
in die East at Rochester, New York. He is
president of the Foreign Mission board of the
Presbyterian Church, U. S. A., is a progressive
civic and religious leader, and a friend to
thousands of young people.
When you get to know him, I am sure
you will share my pleasure yi his coming to
Wooster.
Charles F. Wishart

-
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College Appointments
FRfDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Crandell's Scavenger Hunt
Crandell's
7:30-1:00 Hoover Informal Dance
7:30-11:0- 0

'

1

AVarburton

and Jheatre,
00-12:G-

Babcock
Informal Dance

..

axtySLi

''
4t
"
f

Freshmen Little Theatre Apprentices
....... Scott
Classical Club
( 7:00-8:0Kauke Music Room
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
J: 30 Thanksgiving Recess begins
0

'

cuts.

0

'

1

disciplinary

Midnight oil does not tend to lubricate the
aspiring athlete.

Chapel.

v

.

J

Lower Babcock

6:45-7:3- 0

Lower Douglass

.

.

,

Although most freshmen try' to appear as old
as possible at least one has been discovered who
is trying to stem the progress of old age. An
upperclassman was surprised tojee on walking ,
into his room that the frosh lhad his face covered by some kind of grease.
"What's that stuff?"
"Oh, that's Edna Wallace Hopper Youth
Pack", was the reply.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28
5:00-5:4- 5
W. A A. Board

8 :00 "Family Portrait" ...Scott Auditorium
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30
W. A. A Play Day....Lower Babcock
8:00 "Family Portrait".. ..Scott Auditorium

Weumetisa
.

It's easy to get used to a mustache, it just
V
.
sorta grows on you.

-

After failing to find the copy of Card Play
ing, Theatre Going, and Dancing, Why They
'
Are Wrong, by Horatio H. Wells in the stack,
of the lib I went to the main desk to inquire
as to what honest soul had taken it out. I was
informed that someone had evidently stolen
it.
Jim Allardice

'

ng

'
.

Case school has achieved a 100 per cent job placement of Its 1940 graduating class. The last unemployed man in the 1940 class got his job two
weeks ago.

By DICK

New England
--'...36
64
Middle Atlantic
20
80
East Central
.21
79
West Central .
16
'84
South
-- 28
72
Far West
-- 28
72
All Men Students23.5
176.5
From the south and west, selective
service officials have stated, are coming the greatest number of volunteers
for a year of military training. These
two sections, with the exception of
New England, contain the largest
number of students who 'at this time
believe they would join the army if
war broke out. Only 7 per cent were
undecided on the problem, and the
percentages above have been adjusted
to eliminate this "no opinion" element.
One year ago last month Student
Opinions Surveys found 42 per cent,
declared they would volunteer if "England and France were in danger of
defeat and the U. S. declared war on
their enemies." The surveys measure
the tenor of student opinion for the
present. What college youth will do
if war actually breaks out no poll can
predict. -

-
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MILLER

COL. MANNY PRAGER, the best
sweet band on the campus in many
a year gave a fine show for the juniors
at the J Hop last Friday. As a sweet
band PRAGER scored a definite hit.
The Swinging Gates Quartet, pretty
Betty Bonney, and the Glee Club plus
the sparkling personality of 'The Colonel" himself added up to a pleasant
evening of smooth dancing and nov'
"
elty entertainmentT- -

-

"to

J

Oft - Beats

'

.

.

Like Wooster, many other Ohio colleges failed in picking the winning presidential candidate ih
polls. Among the colleges favor
ing WUlkie were Akron, Ohio Northern, Bowling Green, Toledo,
Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan, Ashland, Heidelberg, and Mount Union.
However, Kent State, John Carroll, and Cleveland College gave the edge
--

pre-electio-

Cin-cinnat-

to the winning candidate.
Tests
co-ed-

i,

.

at the University of Washington showed that

were incapable

s

-

n

one-fourt-

of its"

h

of winking.

Denison University is taking classical music to its dormitories. nSorld
famous string ensemble, the Musical Arts Quartet, recently presented pro- grams of classical music at two of the dormitories.

'

William Allen While Committee Think
Hitler Will Invade U.S. After Europe
By BOB RICKSECKER .
The William Allen White committee to defend the United States by
aiding the Allies says that any American who does not believe with them
that Hitler intends to invade the
United States as joon as he has conquered England is either a fool or a
traitor. . This . column still maintains
that the more serious the threats, the
more necessary it is to meet them not
with emotion, but with an intelligent
a stand as it is possible to achieve with
a collegiate, mind.
.
.
The theory of invasion says that
Hitler will turn his back on a starving,
rebellious Europe and take on a
healthy, unravished country of a
hundred and thirty million people.
It says that Mr. Hitler will 'have no
difficulty coordinating the shipyards
of England, France, Denmark, Nor- J-- J

",
of an exhaustive
war

'"

n

.
'

,ldiet.
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before this war
tvv,wu men. i his

jf

d

Germany Far in Debt
Air invasion is pure nonsense; Russia is still more a threat than a promise internal squabbles in the axis are
bound to come; and every authority
agrees that this winter will see starvation on the continent. In addition,
Germany is piling up an insurmountable debt. The war is costing her two
and a half billion dollars a month.
No dictator has ever been able to
surmount such difficulties and move

!2f?

""frrT"

By MARJORIE OWEN
WOULD YOU FAVOR HAVING
MORE MUSICAL CHAPEL PROGRAMS PRESENTED BY MEM-BBR-

THE SPEECH
DEPARTMENT

lifetime they are playing currently
at Glen Island Casino, the
jumping-of- f
place for big time dance
bands. Many of the big time bands
have stepped from oblivion to the top
bracket via Glen Island Casino. A
booking at this spot is the final goal
of many aspiring band leaders. SPIVAK has a chance which he really
deserves and we hope all the breaks
fall his way.
well-know- n

a slightly smaller scale. They

are
booked at the Coliseum Ballroom in
Parkersburgr West Virginia" for this
week-enThe boys will have ajchance
to show off to a big time crowd plus
a half hour radio broadcast. This is
the boys' first real break so far and we
hope they make the most of it because we feel that they are Wooster's
discovery. Best of luck, boys, with a
kiss and a prayer from Wooster. .

S

Remp Discusses

.

Eric Peters, '42; Yes. Chapel is for
a -- period-of
relaxation .between
mf-ssei.'A musical program provides
this much better than a lecture
liichj little-morthan a con- tinuatipn'of thT'pYeceding "classT

WeekQfPraYer

-

rtiivrriAlncrv rlpriArrmprir
i
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nr,,.r.rA.a.aa.
in' urtM
n t.A aIIajva
of Wooliter who have een interviewed
as to their idea of the purpose of this
college's week of prayer. His opinion
of the week, and personal reaction to
it, follows:

enjoy hearing.peopJwhom
we
know participate. Yes, I think we
should have more of this type.

re-establ-

1

kly

Lewis' Yates,

'42: Yes! We students
certainly do get tired of speakers

.

o

taecZi--

the ""tiresome" stage.
Why not make chapel a time for
relaxation and enjoyment rather
than for worry over the turmoil of
the international situations?
'

.

'

"resen 's
.

prayer,--streng-

.

assured."
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re-defi- ne

arein

Phyllis Bannan, '41: I favor more
musical chapel programs of this
type provided the number and
quality of programs by "outsiders"
is not cut down. They would likely
be more effective than some of our
'
convocations!

ish

'The week of prayer serves the same
purpose in our religious life. It invites
us to
our values and to reestablish our habits of worship. It prepares us to live at a higher level by
following through a carefully prepared
program of thought and worship.
They tKat wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength; they shall mount
up like eagles; they shall run and not
be weary they shall walk and not
faint.' This is what I. always expect
from a week of
"rth
enewed; vision extended; endurance

high-water-

.

r"

re-exami-

bi-wee-

who

--

1

tory standard we must have an occasional 'training season' to get into
good form.
condition and
To keep our mental life near its best
we must regularly review,
arid reorganize our ideas and check up
on our intellectual processes and patterns of. thought.

Art Pocock, '41 Why not? There is
probably a lot of talent just waiting for a chance for expression.
However, lacking this, a weekly or
diet of sermons a la Mose
will help cut down shack expenses.

--

--

m

Lucie Simon, 43: It seems evident that
musical programs are enjoyed by
the student body more than any
other kind. Too, many of us would

able

.icidof vtnaT"

Prof. Martin' Remo.

e.,

.

ends, but when the military clique
smells some way to increase its power,
hell,
,'
and the Bible can't,
stop it.
What are we working for to defend
the United States? Against whom and
what? to aid Britain? It . doesn't
seem so, because everything we do is
.incidental to the main drive. Perhaps
to aid Britain with the use of men,
but if that is so, why not tell us about
it? After all, we're the ones that are
going to do it, and it would be better-tgo into the thing rationally. Or
don't they tljink we would submit
to conscription if we understood that

SCOTT AUDITORIUM ,

.)......:..

Remember CHARLIE SPIVAK, at
the Trianon in Cleveland about the
date of the Case game. Well, Charlie
and his boys have the chance of a

OF THE FACULTY AND
STUDENT BODY?

that few if any men will be
called the first year.
Volunteering
would never work, yet at the present
rate, it is taking care of demand.
Politicians have been accused of shady
transactions in order to 'gain their

it

-

d.

0jg

iris-highly-prob-

luxe,

--

to-4;'0-
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for the local swing fans. HALA-

kicks

MAY really gave the dancers something to talk about on the way home.
A sterling performance with jive de-

Srwv

t

inis not including the national guard
which is supposed to be able to do
that job ordinarily. Conscription was
claimed to be necessary immediately,
yet at the present time, due to the
stta1honexiftlng-T:apacit-

furnished a fine contrast to the sweet
band style by dishing out plenty of

Our own LARRY GRAYSON out-fi- t
is at a jumping-of- f
place, biit on

'

of invasion also ignore
i

on to further conquests! NEITHER
IS HITLER ABLE! This in spite of
all the propaganda prevalent that he
can do anything. Frankly, we aren't
scared a bit that he wrote a book
about his conquest of the world.

What Happened to Crisis?
How long will it be before the
country realizes the fraud put over
on it by the conscription bill? This
bill was forced through Congress on
the pleas of an immediate emergency.
It was forced through by a president
who tix months earlier had uied to
make Congress adjourn without even
considering it. This same president
suddenly demanded that it be passed
immediately. The nation was in danger of invasion from Hitler. Newspapers thundered against every extra
day of debate' in Congress. Secretary
'
.
t
C: on warneai tnat
ri
England might
rait .in tbirtv-dav- s.
....-- ..
'
The
neVer a?verw to
"
f01
Pwer Dv whatever the means, raised

77 Last . Saturday ROSS HALAMAY

.

.

"
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C. V. Pollard, a. University of Texas German instructor, claims
have a proven method for learning to read a language with less than
'
hours instruction.

spirit" and I hesitate to bring up the
subject again. However, in this case
it" is not the usual lack of demonstration which prompts me to write this
letter, but rather a display of the
wrong kind of spirit.
It was rather noticeable at the last
few football games that our team
was cheered on, only when they were
winning and did not actually need the
encouragement. ''Whenever the breaks
were against the Scots, only shouts of
disgust and jeers were audible.
cheering section plays an im, The
portant part in a football game, or
any other athletic contest, and it is
certainly defeating its purpose when
the fans refuse to cooperate with the
team. Moreover, such an attitude must
create a doubtful impression on par-- "
ents and visitors from other schools.
There is only one more football
game this season, and that is away, but
wouldn't it be possible for those
Wooster students who go to Oberlin
on Saturday to show a change of spirit? I sincerely hope, that the cheering
at that game and all of the basketball
games this winter will be of a more
laudable variety.
A Loyal Woosterite

!
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NAME CORNER

Ac-cordi-

Also-ignore-

1

Modern Dance....Lower Galpin
26
NOVEMBER
TUESDAY.
7:00 French Club
'
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27
8:00 W. S. G. A. Sponsored Speaker --

--

.

'

3:30-5:3- 0

"
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Akron University freshmen are asking for a return to hazing.
to the. Akron paper, a freshman delegate to the Student Council
said that the freshmen wanted to be hazed. He asked a return to the former

--

Showing at the Knickerbocker theatre in
Cleveland thig week was, "Four's a Crowd"
"Comin' round the Mountain."

I

Pembroke..........Lower Babcock
8 :00 "Family Portrait" ...Scott Auditorium
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29 A
College-Circl6:00 Christmas-Party- ,
e
7
Babcock Dining Room
8:Qp'U;00 Sixth Section Informal-Dance- Lower Galpin
Pyramid Informal Dance
8.

PICKLES

WS COLLEGE DAYS

HAILSTONES

ei

It is encouraging to find out that the Dean's
plays no favorites. A feljpw student
who preschesatrtwcT'diff erenr churches-eac- h
Sunday recently was notified that he was in
danger of punishment for taking five church

19

-

A JOB SCRUBBING

S

kuum muyexTput
figure does not incfadt-airplanor
seventy ton tanks. Such a armada
could unload only in five American
docksbecause
the. immexxsecranes
necessary. Major Eliot says in addition
that such an invading force would
have to bring floating docks, tugs,
landing stages, and more.
are figures of the last
war. No American guns ever reached
the front discounting naval guns.
Out of 40,000 tons of food, amuni-tioand equipment we were supposed
to transport every day, no more than
27,000 ever got there.

office

0

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25
' 8:00 Class are resumed

BING CROSBY

STUDENT AT THE
UNIVERSTTY OF fWCHlGAN.

Vhe
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Much has been said about, "school

.

Hale
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16
2:00 A. A. U. W. Card Party....Babcock
2:15 Football Game at Oberlin
v'
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18
7:00-8:0German Club....Lower Babcock
700-8:0-

ever-spreadi-
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Second Section Open House
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College students, exempted from the
draft at least until next June and told
by President Roosevelt that they are
more useful in the classroom than in
the army, face today a world plagued
with
war.
With the election over, increased
. aid
to Britain appears certain, and
whether from circumstances or from
blundering, the possibility exists of
armed conflict against the axis powers.
If war were declared, how many men
now in college would volunteer, how
many would wait until called?
That was the question scores of interviewers for Student Opinion Surveys of America presented to a cross
section representing, the entire male
enrollment of U. S. colleges and unih
versities. Nearly
of the
men are ready now to join the army
in case of war. The rest, a majority of
76.5 per cent, say they would wait until
drafted.
...
These national weekly polls of college thought are sponsored by 150
campus .newspapers, the Voice among
them. Personal interviewing is the
method used in gathering opinions
from a proportionate sample that
contains correct ratios of men and
wemen, lower classmen and upper
classmen, and all types of colleges, distributed over six geographical section
of the country.
This was the question used: "If the
U. S. went to war against Germany,
Italy, or Japan, would you leave
school and volunteer or wait until your
turn came in the draft?"
There were the returns, section by
section: .
Men only
Volunt.' Wait
.
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Will Await Draft
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inclined
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regard
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Wooster,
to
am
at
of Cinderella as not too fantastic. Those sixty
minutes after midnight last Friday night added
"years to our ages and did something to that
glamor effect. Gladly would most of us have
lost our slippers. But we're not to be pitied because it was the kind of tiredness that comes
sure gave
a'fter a good time and the
us that.
This week's events are more localized, being
confined to section and dorm affairs. Friday
night seems to be a heydey for social chairmen.
SECOND SECTION has at last come out
r
of hibernation as social chairman Bob
signs for an openhouse from 8 to 11
p.m. on .Friday. But its riot as prosaic as it
sounds" for the men of Kappa Sigma have
changed their abode into a hotel for the evening. It will be complete with gambling rooms
and bar. To add the finishing touches, the chaperons are given the role of house detectives
and will wear appropriate badges. Incidentaly,
SECOND has reformed and soft drinks will
be served at the bar.
. FOURTH SECTION is the swanky secwith a formal fall swing
tion this week-enscheduled on Friday from 8 to 12 p.m. Galpin
will be the scene of the dancing, and Larry
Grayson and his band will provide the inspira-- .
tion. Rod Long has been the chief engineer
and when interviewed said he preferred the
decorations to remain a secret.
WARBURTON is having its annual
theatre
party the same night. The boys are
treating their gal friends to a dinner at Rein-ing- s
before going to the movie. And not to be
the fellows will finance rides
down and back in taxis. The hours of feasting
and reveling are from 6 to 11 p.m. and the
leader of the clan is Murray Somers. I hope
no one has already seen the show.
'
Having disposed of the sections, one,' two,
three, we'll proceed to the weaker sex.
Since it's age before beauty, CRANDELL'S
merits first place. From 7 to 1 1 on Friday,
numerous things will take place. The
but sub- be
topics include a scavenger" hunt, gamesTdanc
ing, and of course, refreshments. Mary Ann
-- Riddle will be -- the one to see that all is fitted
,
in between seven and closing hour.
Now to beauty or at least fresh faces untouched as yet by the bitterness of years. We
look wistfully at HOOVER'S antics. It seems
that the hopes of Wooster's future greatness
are giving an informal dance in Babcock basement. To change the monotony of a. vie dance, ,
square dances, John Paul Joneses, and general
mix-udances are being instigated. Vivacious
Kenny Compton is Hoover's head in this affair
so it won't lack for pep. The portals will open
and let the girls out at 8 and dancing behind,
them at 11 p.m.
Saturday, I regret to say, is a blank here
at Wooster. The team plays Oberlin at Oher-liso the afternoon is empty. There is no
dance to fill up the evening. Everyone can get
caught- up on those back assignments and get
a little sleep.
I was talking to Jim Blackwood in the
library and he showed me a letter the contents
of which ought to be passed on to you. It was
sent to Jim because he has jurisdiction over
social life as president of the Senate. The point ...
was that college furniture should not be moved
from its usual, habitat without permission from
Mr. Dickinson or some one in authority. Because you are having a dance does not give you
the 'right to raid the college for furnishings. 7
At least I ended the column in a different
tone this time. Consider your hands slapped
and until next week so long.
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Falcon Air Attack

Voosier Opposes Oberlin in Grid Season Finale
1

1

mm

between the uprights. Wooster now
' trailed only
But the Falcons increased their
lead shortly after the fourth quarter
opened, going 64 yards in a sustained
drive. Brudzinski passes- again fea-

Eicher Clay Score;

13--

Ditch's Runs Sparkle

-

7.
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mucins,

0
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By JIM

By BOB

Paced by the sensational passing of
Captain Steve Brudzinski, the Bowling
Green Falcons snowed under the Scots
in the annual Dad's Day game by a
"score of
"Slinging. Sammy"
Baugh at his best had nothing on
Brudzinski in this game, as he tossed
19 into the hands of his receivers in
26 tries. The visitors gained a total
of 199 yards through the air as com
pared to only 166 yards on the
ground.
26-1-

--

'

WILKINSON

4.

wooster passing attack
ine tvr

nnf

.

was

better than is usually needed to win,
by completing half of the attempted
22 tosses. But the team played listless
ball after its first scoring attempt was
throttled, and the Bee Gee's had
pushed across their first score.
With the wind behind them, the
Scots started out great. Harry Ditch
quick-kicke- d
one from his own 33
that was downed by Harry Eicher on
the Bowling Green 3. Brudzinski attempted to kick out of the end zone,
and it was blocked by Kate, but an
other back picked the ball up and
rompea to tne i? betore he was
stopped. Play continued to be around
the Bowling Green 25, with the home
team punting on second and third
down to keep the ball well in the vis- . itor's
territory. Then a Scot drive
from the fifty was stopped by a bad
break. George Popa propelled a beautiful open field block to lead Bill
Miller's 14 yard reverse gain. Ditch
was stopped on the line of scrimmage,
But on the next play passed to Karl
Kate for 28 yards to put the ball on
the eight-yar- d
ljne. Here a mistake in
the signals caused a bad pass from cen
ter, and the Scots were stopped.
-

B.G. Leads at Half
Bowling Grlen led at the half,
by virtue of a steady drive from the
Scot forty that ended when Johnson
went over from the four. The attempted extra point was wide.
Early in the third quarter, the visitors scored again. This one came from
69 yards out.. But this time it was all
Brudzinski and his "bullet" passes.
Wellncr and Dillman were the receivers with Wellner finally grabbing
one in the end zone for the points.
Brudzinski converted this time.
The Wooster boys struck with unexpected suddenness to mark up their
first tally. After Bill Shinn had
a Falcon put for 14 yards,
Karl Kate faded back and let one go
from past midfield. Harry Eicher gathered the ball in on the 26 yard line
and raced the remaining distance, to
score. Bill Shinn retained his perfect
conversion record by putting the kick
6-- 0

re-turn- ed
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By JOHN GEBHARDT
The 28th Wooster-Oberli- n
duel will

4.

College athletic field at 2:13 p.m. Of
the 27 games played since 1903. Woos
ter has won 12 and Oberlin 13. Two
frays were 0 ties. The yeomen
a
having been stopped for the two
straight weeks, the second by Denison
34 to 20,, will be gunning for their
first win over Wooster since 1931.
The Scots, on the other hand, will be
battling for a come-bactoo, after
bowing in defeat to a strong Bowline
Green outfit 26 to 14. This game will
wind up the 1940
for
both teams.
On the basis of comparative scores.
the Scots have the edge. Two weeks
ago, Wooster fought to a 7-- 7 tie with
Denison, while the Big Red ' rolled up
,

k

grid-seaso- n

I

Two Ohio Teams Remain Undefeated
And Untied as Season Nears Close
With. only

two weeks to go in thi

present football season, the list of un
defeated teams in Ohio has dwindled
to two. Wittenberg and Wilberforce
are the remaining teams in the select
circle. '

The Lutherans took over the too
of both the Statewide and Ohio con
ference standings as they took over
Marietta by a 26-- 7 score. Wilberforce.
southern Ohio Negro college, edged
Kentucky State in a close game.
2
Wittenberg has won six straight, five
in Conference competition, "and has
scored 100 points against 20 for their
opponents. The Lutherans are not a
high scoring outfit, but are rugged on
defense, figuring that their best of.
fense is,a good defense.
The biggest upset of the week-en- d
13-1-

Genuine Ribs

Annat's
'

Gerald Wilson, 193 pound Jialf- back, Dick LeFevre, 1 85 pound full
back and Kendall Briggs, halfback at
160, are the outstanding backfield
men.
Wilson is probably
Oberlin s most versatile player. Since
his freshman year, he has olaved
halfback, end, tackle, and fullback,
proving himself capable at each oosi
tion. LeFevre, a junior and high scor- has been labeled "utility man.
.

Co-capta-

Statistics

7.

tition.
Heidelberg's Student Princes also
tasted the bitter dregs of defeat for
the first time, losing to Muskingum by
a 10-count. The Muskies scored all
their ten points in the final period
with a field goal by CaptTDave Evans
and. a touchdown by Turner a few
By A. M.
moments later.
0

Harriers Triumph

B.G.

ThcBowIing Green harriers outran
the Wooster
team before the football game here Saturday
23 to 33.
Louis DeSandro placed first for the
Bee Gee's. His time was 21 minutes,
27 seconds. Luther Hall,
d
sophomore runner for the Scots, finished second. The next Wooster har
rier to place was Paul "Hank" Tot- cross-countr-

y

fleet-foote-

Passing
Penalties .
Total yards gained
Net yards rushing
Yards lost
Net yards forwards..
'orwards.
attempted
.
'orwards
completed
Behind line
'
'orwards
intercepted by
Yards interceptions

return
Punts, number

0
289
- 89
. 30
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SOCKS
Knitted In U.S.A. oh
Machines from England
... the Sock of the
Man.
Well-Dress-

-
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Distinctive'

MITTS

CIIMSTIIAS CARDS

The Successor To

With Your Name

Boxing Gloves

ed

Fancy Ribs
Wide Ribs
Narrow Ribt

'. I

TRAINING

.

$1.00
Smart

mittens in
napped fabric, warmly lined.
Wine, Red, Kelly Green and
White.
light-weig-

ht

50 for $1.00

)

Sonja Heinie
Mittens
SLOO

MISTER

or your formats. White, ice
blue and red.
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13
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19

1
,

34
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Third, Fifth Battle For Coveted

Kenarden League Championship
Third and Fifth sections clash in
the final touch football game of the
season this afternoon. This game
will be for the championship of the
Kenarden league. Both teams are tied
for the lead with four victories and a
tie. Both teams were tied by Seventh
section. In case of a tie in tomorrow's
.

25 for $1.50

12

for $1.25

VOICE

Camera and -- Gift Shop
E. Liberty at Bever Sts.

PHONE

16

10

1.

9

3

0
0
0

42
9

10

37.6

30.1

34.7
-- 148

44.2
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49
22
27

98
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Red Flannels
It's going to be
a long, cold

.JEWELRY

winter

GEO. H. L AH M

219 B. Liberty

Phona

1035--W

The fence is up around
the Quad

BROKEN

LENSES
DUPLICATED

White Lenses... .$2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you watt

Bring Out The

4
4
0

Hot Chocolates flow freely at
the Shack

The Wayne Coanly
National Bank--

give way to Section Shindigs

Public Square" and W. Liberty

W. T. WATSON

1

-

Blackwood pulls his coat collar

Optometrist'

1
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B. C. DIX, Vice President
P. C FIRESTONE, Vice. Pres.
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DRY- CLEANING-SE- E

OUR AGENTS OR CALL 38

IDEA

L
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123 S. WALNUT ST.

.

And You Knovr
YJoostcr

DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
,

Weather

ROBERT R. WOODS,

.

PHONE 319

Trust Officer

Be Prepared With
A YearRounder

WALTER C JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

Do Wot Put Off Having That
CHRISTMAS PHOTO MADE

Directors'- B.CDDC

C FIRESTONE
C L. LANDES
,

Dawson Studio
We Have Made College Portraits for 46 Years
across from Hotel, Wooster

POLO
.....

CO An
.

,.

,

-

Now it comes with a new

DAVID TAGGART
EDMUND SECREST
D. OVERHOLT

.J.
1

i

This campus classic gets
better every year

E. S. LANDES

P.

Upstairs

,

A light burns til all hours in
the "Index" office

Trust Officers

ICE CREAM

DA

"P to his ears

Freshmen start going steady

QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
CREAM

7

The squirrels are storing
nuts like mad

B. S. LANDES,

55
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MILK
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WATCHES

Snyder
Studio

P

2

L

0

DIAMONDS

Come in Soon
v

T

0
0
0

W.

PATRONIZE

50

LAUNDRY

w

25 for $1.00
25 for $1.75

Pretty, fluffy mittens to wear
with your winter sports wear

HICK

Imprinted

--

Hamilton

20
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Hockey Game,
Play Day On
Sports Program

By MILLIE McCLELLAND
Whatever caused the letdown will
Two play days are on the schedule
probably not be known. The score is for Wooster girls in the next two
merely for the record books. The lads, weeks, with a trip to Granville for a
however, are pointing to the Oberlin hockey game with Denison planned
encounter with new vim and vigor for Saturday, Nor. 16, and an inviand the highly touted' Yeomen will tational play day here at Wooster arbe in for a tough afternoon. A win ranged for Nov. 29 and 30.
in the finale will close a successful
On Saturday, Nov. 16. a comoleta
season considering the gloom that was hockey team is being sent to a play
prevalent at the beginning of the day with Denison. The girls who are
'schedule.
going are: Phyllis Bannan, Tooie
Grove, Ruth Reeder, Gretchen JohnWon't be Jong now until we'll be son, Betty Steiner, Sarah Kennedy.
making tracks to the Gym for athletic Barbara Woodward, Betty Pond, Jean-ett- e
entertainment. Coach Munson' has the
Sprecher, Fern Fisher, and Vir
swimming squad going through, pre ginia dark.
Friday and Saturday. Nov. 29 and
kminary training paces already. It's
a long,
w harsh winter ahead, and one 30 Wooster will- 0ntmrrsiw sfa 4Maa
a a waa
of Munse's first requisites is physicall ejaral colleges in Ohio at a play ' day.
ibe colleges which have been invited
to send representatives are: Laka Erie
College, Flora Stone Mather, Baldwin
Wallace, Ohio State, Denison, Mount
Union, Hiram, Bowling Green, Ober.
lin, and Ashland. Each collese has
been asked to send four girls to rep
well balanced and it should be a fairly resent it in archery, fencing, swimeven game. The team getting the most ming, and badminton. A varied cro- breaks will probably emerge the vic- gram is being planned to entertain
'
the girls, sponsored by W. A. A. The
tors.
girls
are going out to the Cabin to
In games played this week, Seventh
stay
overnight, Friday, and have
defeated the County team 24-1- 2
in an
breakfast
there on Saturday. The
independent game and also defeated
program
sports
is planned for Satur
18-Second
0
in a Kenarden game.
"
day
morning,
ending
with a mass
By B.S.
volleyball game for everyone, and followed by a luncheon for all the girls
in Babcock.
KENARDEN LEAGUE

County-teamr-wh-

.

rrr

0

the Thanksgiving vacation,
play nights art again scheduled to be
held on Friday in the gym. These affairs are for both the boys and the
girls, and are under the direction of
Miss Jacobs. In other years they have
'always proved popular, and this year
plans are being made to mala them
bigger and better than ever.

d.

pre-gam-

.170

Kickoffs
This marked the last dual meet of Fumbl les
Ball lost
the season for the Scot. Coach Mun- Penalties
L
son will enter the squad in the annual
GnfeVen-pilanip?'eet
Ohio
YardcJisfdn
penalties
at Oberlin Saturday.

1

Ober.

'
;,

Swarthmore
Wittenberg
L
Denison

.

12

fitness. Lodcer rooms arc taking on
the B. O. as basketball gets underway,
too. .Coach Hole is loeing no tima,
what with the opener only a month
away.

Most of the dads to say nothin a
of the rest of. the crowd were pretty
much disappointed boys about sup
per time last Saturday. The inspired
team which most of them had seen
dump a really tough Muskingum out
fit on Home-comin- g
Day was not the
same outfit which let the Bowling
Green squad run rough-sho- d
two
weeks later. Playing listless, spiritless
football before the eyes of the fellows
who think them greatest, their dads,
the Scots with a couple exceptions
were spunkless. It goes without say
ing that the Falcons were greatly
under-rateBrudzinski was also the
greatest passer' to appear on Wooster
turf in a good many years. Talking
with a game official after the frav.
he had these comments to make:
the quarterbacking could have been
better in spots, our line was out- charged all afternoon, and Ditch
could probably play on any team in
the country.

game there will be a three way tie
for the league leadership between
1 Third, Fifth and Seventh. A victory
384 for either team will .end the season Team
166 and they will be the champions.
Seventh
19
e
Third rules a slight
fav Fifth
199
orite due to their victory over the Third
ile
Fifth was held to Second
27
a tie by the same team. The teams are Fourth
Sixth

.

Returns by
Blocked by
..
Punts, average
Kickoffs number. .
Returned by
Kickoffs, aver.
Yards kicks retd. .

Punts

,

Rochester
Allegheny

in

Game
the defeat of the Kent State
Flashes by an inspired Akron team,
It was a case of a team that bad
Statistics, kept by Prof. Charles
yet to win a game playing the role of
Moke, tell- - the story of the Scot- spoiler and defeating a team with
Falcon game Saturday.
seven straight wins to its credit. The
Wooster
B.G.
jinx that. Akron has on the Flashes
First
downs
10
19
must still hold, for Kent State has not
Rushing .
beat them in over 20 years of compe

--

,

Here is Oberlm's record:
Opp.

was
23--

in

ts

0--

Score by Quarters
Bowling Green
- 0 6 7 1326
Wooster
0 0 7
a 14 point margin over Oberlin, Sat- Touchdowns:
Johnson, Wellnes 3,
urday.
Eicher, Clay.
Offensively, this has been Oberlin'
Points after touchdowns: Brudzin best
seasons in many years. The Yeo
ski placekicks 2 Shinn placekicks
men have tallied 117 ooints to their
opponents' 90, and in only one' game
Referee: Winters, Ohio Wesleyan; have they been held to one touch
Umpire, Newman, Ohio U. ; Lines down. Wooster has scored 72 points
man, Shafer, Indiana Normal, "y
against their opponents' 35."

714

- -

fought Saturday on the Oberlin

be

G

26-1-

f,

por&vr

Briggs has been the most
consistent ground gainer for the past
two years and in addition has taken
care of most of the passing and punting. Robert Beers, end; Ben Clymer,
tackle; and William Poteat, tackle, are
three heavy-weighto watch.
The Oberlin athletic department
has announced that the parents of
members' of the team are to be special
guests of the college Saturday, the
mothers will have a section in the
grandstand, while the pops will be
down on the bench with their sons.
As an added attraction,' the fans
will be permitted to see the finish of
the Ohio cross country championship
race at the half. Approximately 50
runners representing nine Ohio colleges will participate.
Co-capta-

I

S- -J

CABELL

-

tured this march it was climaxed by
one good for 16 yards to Wellnes. Cap-tai- n
Steve again converted. That made
the count 20-- 7 and the home town.
. .
r
rans
,
were pretty irked.
.
But the "insult was about to be
added to the injury", for the Bee Gees
were soon across the goal line again.
Just r for variety this time, it was a
pass from Brudzinski to Wellner from
27 yards ouuthat scored.
The Wooster team still had enough
fight left to go 93 yards for another
score shortly before the game ended.
And this time it was not the Falcons,
but the Scots who scored via the airway. After three running plays had
put the ball on the B-- 43, Bill Shinn
threw two passes and the Black and
Gold had scored. The first to By Hurl- but put the ball on the 29. After
three plays had failed, Shinn attain
passed, this one to sophomore John
Clay who scored standing up. Shinn
also converted, to bring the score to
The only consolation that the
Wooster team could get out of the
game was to look forward to the next
game with Oberlin, who had succumbed to Denison 34-2- 0
at Granville.
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Thursday, November 14, 1940

Congressionalites Fall Flying Course Witt End Early
With Examinations in December
Elect Llmembeiy
P"""""""t.
iLi

View U.S. Policy
Monday, Nov: 1, th Congression
club held its regular meeting in
Kauke hall. The outstanding event of
the evening was a thesis by Gerald
Servicer entitled "New Nations to Con
quer". The thesis was a very scholarly
treatment of the methods used by Ger
man propaganda agencies and other
organizations to influence public opin
ion in South America. According to
Stryker, die Germans do not as yet
have a very firm foothold in South
America, but they may gain one, un
less we couteract their moves. We have
less of an advantage in trade with
South America than Germany has;
but if we proceed carefully, we can
, probably swing South' America whole
heartedly to 'our support
I

Debate on Conscription
to Armistice day, a
debate was held on the question of
whether or not the
bill conscription bill is desirable.
Jim Blackwood upheld the affirmative
and Jack Mellin the negative. The
affirmative side was voted the winner.
However, a vote on the spirit of the
bill revealed an almost unanimous condemnation of peace time conscription.
Prominent in the discussion of current events was a discussion on the
effect of the death of Senator Key
Pittman on our foreign policy. Senator Pittman was chairman of the
Senate committee on foreign relations.
Burke-Wadswor-

th

.

-

Elect Drysdale
,
Another new member, Alexander
Drysdale, was elected Monday. He will
present a thesis at a meeting in the
near future on some topic of current
interest.

Robert Ricksecker irai appointed
chairman of a committee to bring a
speaker of some political significance
here. Recent' speakers brought here
.under the auspices of the Congressional club include Drew Pearson of the
Washington Merry Go Round, and
Senator Robert La Follette of Wisconsin. Serving with Ricksecker on
the committee are Jim Allardice and
"
Paul Gruber.

vX-.'V-
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(Continued from Page 1)

It

was such an interesting program,

that Wooster and Wesleyan speech departments have arranged to have two
similar programs during the winter
and spring to which all who are
in poetry readings will be
in-terest-

ed

in-vite-

d.

"Say It With a Box of

Our Candy"
OPP. SCHINE'S THEATRE

Revises Schedule

Sociology Club

--

.

j

-

HELEN
Because of the excellent fllying
weather and the rapid pace set by.
the ground school meteorology and
navigation classes of Professors Karl
Ver Steeg and Charles O. Williamson,
the first class of C. A. A. student
flyers of Wooster College is far ahead
of schedule and will very "probably
complete both flight and ground
school training and take the Civil
Aeronautics Authority examinations

on

Bee. 17.

As soon as the required 25 hours
of flying is completed and the CA.A.
examination is taken, a C. A. .A.
district inspector of flying will come
to Wooster to give each student flight
tests, in which the student will take
the inspector up and perform the various maneuvers required to comply
with the stipulations of the C.T.P.
license. At present all the students
are soloing and "about half -- are -- as
much as two - thirds through the
course.
Sign for Spring Course
Fifty two hopefuls have indicated
to Professor Ver Steeg their intention
of taking the spring course. There are
19 seniors, 11 juniors, and 22 sopho
mores represented. The number al
lowed in the spring class will depend
somewhat upon the performance of
the fall class, which, according to
Professor Ver Steeg, is progressing
much better than average.'
Several of the students were flying
last Monday in the high wind with
Al LeFevre, airport manager. The
purpose of this was to give the students experience in handling the ship
in high winds. Other flight perform
ances designed to give the embryo
flyers experience and confidence are
vertical spirals, loops, verti
stalls. All of
cal banks, and power-of- f
these aerobatics are done in the rou
tine of the course, but government of
ficials are extremely strict concerning
"smart-alec- "
flying such as shouting
g
from
planes,
acrobatics.
any
unnecessary
and
A
student at one of the large
universities ' was " killed recently
while engaged in an exhibition of
y
flying.
Bigger Solos
Helen Bigger, the only girl taking
the course, has soloed with the rest,
and is rapidly compiling the' neces
sary 35 hours for her C. T. P. certificate requirement. Helen is planning
.

--

low-flyin- g

hedge-hoppin-

mid-weste-

rn
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GREYHOUND

AT-Johnst-

ssion,-

a-discu-

.

Plays

V

Draw Large Crowds

-

.

Voice Investigation Reveals Record
Of Activities in Treasurer's Office

rt

bill-payin-

Lil
Round-Tri- p

IM

- 6.85

.

.

13.45
- 9.20
13.15
. 13.13
"..
3.25
. 8.65
. 5.15

Tau

.

i

'

-

-

cial meeting.

-

-

-

Washington, D. C.
12.45
Cleveland, O.
2.10
Youngstown, O.
3.25
: 6.15
Detroit, Mich.
Charleston, W. Va. . . 9.40
Akron, O.
1.20
.Rochester, N. Y8.65
Canton, O.
1.20
Mansfield, O.
1.30
, 6.05
Washington, Pa.

3.70

fLthe freshman Y.M.C.A,

meeting

Psychology Club
held in Douglass lounge, Wednes
day, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m., at) which
Psychology club held its last meet
time Mr. Donald Dickason spoke on
ing"
Wednesday, Oct. 30, at which
the topic "What Every Freshman
on "Multiple Personalities,"
reports
Ought to Know.'.' He emphasized the
Writing" were given
and
"Automatic
proper relationship between studies
by
Ruth
Haass,
Edna Easton, Beth
and social life.
Keene, and Marjorie Owen. The club
plans to visit the state institution at
Omicron Delta
Annla fraalr
. .... t nr.
u.. wabuiuav. KT111 v III.
Omicron Delta held a meeting
Wednesday, Nov. 13 at 10:45 p.m. in
the Voice office. Jim Wise was apFortnightly
pointed chairman of the committee
to plan for the annual dinner-dancThe second meeting of Fortnightly
which will be held in the Hawaiian
music
club will be Monday, Nov. 18.
room of the Mayflower hotel in Ak- The program is to be of German mu
sic. Handel Bach, Beethoven, Wag
ner, and Brahms are the composers
Physics Club
whose music is to be heard. The com
will be Howard Smith.
mentator
Thursday, Nov. 7, the physics club
met at Dr. Ford's apartment in Kenarden at 7:30. The main topic of discussion was that of programs for fui!?Lr-- v
ture meetings. A discussion of the
work being done by those taking hon
was

C-..--

J

1

.

1

e,

Vim

ors followed.

German - Club Montag Abend 7 Uhr in Bab
cock Basement Musik, Singen, und
Zahlenspiele mit Preisen. Jedermann
Willkommenl
--

Imps
The Imps , announce the time of
meetings as 11:30 a.m.
their
Saturdays. After Thanksgiving they
bi-week- ly

will meet in Babcock at 11:30 a.m.,

Nov. 30.

Dr. Williarri Schreiber
Dr. William I. Schreiber,' head of
the German department, will speak
forum at
at the
Hiram College Sunday, Nov. 17. His
topic will be "The Nazi Race The-or-

Y.M.-Y.W.C.-

A.

well-planne-

d

4

y.

LUXURIOUS CHENILLE

Sleeping and Lounging

.BOUDOIR JACKET

PAJAMAS

maqichdt
An easy, quick, inexpensive
way to make a smare, practical
morning jacket in your favorite
color
pastel peach, blue or
green.Jf jouanJiold a needle
or use a semnglhlichiheyou
can stitch this Magic Braid to
the stamped foundation in a
jiffy. Come in and alsolet us
show you how easy and inexpensive it is to Magictuft lovely things for your home rugs,
spreads, bathroom ensembles,
etc.

Mr.-Jam-

con-tinu-

'

al

$2.45

STAMPED BOUDOIR
JACKETS Each

r
0OOC

MAGICTUFT BRAID

r

p
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CITY TAXI

"

En-dowme-

'

'

'

-

M.

N. Buckeye St.
Phone 444

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.
Bever and North Sts.

'

Brown
BE

IN STYLE AS WELL
AS IN COMFORT

.

2.45

A

MS

Tin

Shoe Store

.

..

Printed and Engraved Stationery
.

"

Z

t

...

Smith and Corona
Portable. Typewriters

L. C.

W

Wooster Theatre

BROS.

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

.

Y

RICHARD DIX in

COMMERCIAL

.

Banking & Trust
Company

"Cherokee Strip"
ALSO
JANE WITHERS In

"Youth Will Be Served"

WOOSTER, OHIO
SUNDAY-MONDA-

C. G. WILLIAMS, President
CHAS. I. CORNELL, Vice-Preand Trust Officer
W. J. BERTOLETTE, Cashier
C. J. KING, Ass't Cashier
GRANT MYERS, Secretary

Y

TYRONE POWER in

s.

FLIGHT BOOT
To Use Over Your Shoes in
White or Brown

BRENNER

V05--

Phone-40- 0
'

;

..

bal-brigg- an

SHOP
Public Square "Kohe

.

JUST ARRIVED
FOR CAMPUS WEAR
Red, White, Blue, Beige,

newest iyle "loaferSL;, in
man's ward robe. Fine knit
tops and harmonizing
broadcloth pants to match. They're
comfortable.
"

nts

WEITZEL Dry Cleaning Co.

RAIN BOOTS

-

Y. M. C. A.

The Library

-

.3.00
I

J

GREYHOUND
TERMINAL
I

ii

.--

check-cashin-

--

-

I

-

Philadelphia, Pa.
Columbus, U. .
Chicago, I1L .
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
- E. Liverpool, O.
C. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Miss Jean Rose Morse, '3$, of
Wooster, spoke to the members of
Epsilon Rho at its meeting, Monday,
Nov. 11. Miss Morse outlined the
problems which young teachers face.
r
oi
Tl. - . .
be held in December and will be a soT

ng

aK-tha-

i

.

m"Crl i

I

New York, N.
Buffalo, N. Y..
St. Louis, Mo.
Louisville, Ky.

on,

-

:

mm

v

Epsilon Rho

.Memberf'of the Sociolegy club
heard Dr, Frank Cowles talk on "So
Information just released by Ken cial Aspects
in Roman Civilization" at
neth Yates, president of the Wooster the home of Dr. A.
mathematics
club, indicates some
Monday, Nov.- 11. The talk was folchanges in the present organization.
lowed by
and the- - club
The club is considering revising its decided
to meet nexton Monday, Dec,
constitution and also changing th
'
9.

Babcock lounge,
j
.
Girls from each of the classes will dates of the regularly scheduled meet
-.
participate in this
ings.
program.
The executive committee at the last
regular meeting considered the advisa
bility of .affiliating the club with Pi
Mrs. Sharp's Forum
Mu Epsilon, a national undergraduate
"Finding a Heart to Believe in mathematics society. Some of the ad
God" is the topic to be discussed this vantages of joining this society are: 1,
week. Mrs Sharp will lead-- the discus- The affiliation may be advantageous
sion. This is a continuation of the in obtaining a job. 2, The club will
study of Henry Emerson Fosdick's be afforded the opportunity of getting
"Successful Christian Living." The speakers and exhibits they might not
BIGGER
group will meet in Kauke lounge at have otherwise. 3, The club would
still retain about the same amount of
to follow up nursing after graduation, 10 a.m. on Sunday,
freedom as ah independent organiza
an occupation which, along with her
tion.
thorough flying instruction, would
Sophomore
Forum
giye her an excellent chance to become an airliner hostess. Her presence
Sophomore Forum is having a mu
in this course is just further indica- sical program Sunday, Nov. 17,
at Bleachers Get New Paint
tion, of the growing tendency for 9:45 a.m. in Kauke music room. Some
women to assert themselves in a world of the participants will be: Pauline
Perhaps some of you have observed
customarily the province of men. '
Smith, who is playing a violin solo; at the last couple pf football games
Jack Strang, a piano solo; Eileen that the white paint on the bleachers
Palmer,- - who. will sing; Grace Ohki, does not come off on your
Coed-Direct- ed
coats. A
playing
clarinet solo; and Charles sealer was sprayed over the seats to
Sommers, , who will give a trumpet seal in the old paint that was chalkv
solo.'
.
ing.
by
the
presented
Two plays were
speech department Saturday, Nov. 9,
in Scott auditorium for the entertain-men- t
of the guests of the college.
The first play presented was "The
Devil Ion Stilts," by Ryerson and
Clements. This play was directed by
How many of you, on your way tain instruction on a high level, totalMarilynn Johnston' and the three to Kenarden or to the gym, have ly out of proportion to the expense
women in the play were characterized glanced to your left and wondered of the individual student. by Martha Stark, Charis Lewis and vaguely what
goes on in the north
The job of the treasurer's office inKathryn Smith.
end of Galpin hall, first floor? Doubtl- cludes being custodian of the endowTh second play "Suppressed De- ess no deserving or undeserving stu- - ments of the college, and
the collecdirected denr"isnfamiliar-with-the-proc- ed
sire," bjrSusarr-Glaspellrwa- s
tion of income from themrln times of
by Virginia Lee. The parts of Henri- ures of the other
sections of the depression, when the rate of income
etta Brewster, her, husband Stephen, building, but the grilled partition to on invested money which has
been
and her sister Mabel were taken by the right as you go in tends to cut granted the college is
reduced, the colLucie Simon, Bill Devitt, and Mar- you off in mind and person from the lege is hard-put
to maintain its standgaret Freidinger respectively.
happenings behind it. '
.
ards. Neither an appreciable raise in
Comment on the plays was very
The treasurer's office is more than the students' fees during such a time,
favorable and, according to Dr. Del-benor a cut in the professors' salaries
g
g
esand
Lean, head of the speech depart- a
is possible without jeopardizing the
ment, the plays entertained nearly 300 tablishment, as a little examining will college's academic
During
, standard.
ihow. The treasurer and his staff have
people.
such
times
it
be
may
necessary
to sothe important campus job of coordingifts
licit
the
pay
to
running
costs
of
ating the income of the college and its
Initiates Eight expenditures. However, do not be led the college. It then .falls to the treaSigma
surer to determine what amount is to
Alice Carmichael, Bob Cope, Dick to believe that their work is merely be asked for
to keep college bills up
Crandell, Les Gibian,- - Byron Lerch, to make the black figures balance the
date.
to
red.
Planning ahead to make provi
Mildred McClellan, Marian Roller,
No Attempt to Profit
and Bertha Rowe were taken into sions for changes in the economic
Running a college is just the opSigma Tau Delta as new members at conditions of the times, changes in the
the combined business and social meet- number of students and consequent posite of running a business. In good
variation in the force of instructors, times a business enterprise seeks to
ing in Babcock, Tuesday, Nov. 12.
Old members were entertained by and necessary improvement in campus increase its profit. Exactly the conthe new members as planned by social equipment all constitute the work of trary is true in the case of the colthis important department.
lege, whose hope is not that it may
chairman, Lois Wharton.
The staff is composed of four, who possibly make a profit, or to make
things come out even. The college
are kept continually, busy. Mr. Bruce
Knox is taking the place of retiring constantly seeks to improve itself, and
hopes to get enough money on hand
es
McLaughlin as treasurer,-Mr- .
Frank Spaulding is the auditor, at any one time so as to have enough
HORTON, W. M.
Mr. Walter Woods is the bookkeeper to put back into the college in the
Civilization?
Can Christianity Save
and cashier-,- Miss Carrie Fergiisbnis formof - some needed -i- mprovement.
There is ever a demand for new
from
history
shows
. The.
author
the secretary to the department.
equipment, and enlargement of faculty
Chrisreligion
particularly
and
"that
Must
and guest scholars, as well as many
Maintain
repeatedly
has
the
Standard
rescome
to
tianity
cultures
deconstructdying
an
of
cue
In the words of Mr. McLaughlin, other ways the college finds a
need to invest its money.
ed them into new and living systems." 'the standard of college .instruction
is
what
the college makes it." ConsidNEWMAN, BERNARD.
We may be thankful that, during
I he spy. ihe author,, represents eration of the cost of maintaining the past 3ff years, our, treasurer's dehimself as a British spy who during that standard the job of the treasur- partment" has had men. of such
the World War kept the British in- er's office is no mean factor in its thoughtfulness and
foreformed about important German ultimate determination. Even with ex- sight that Wooster ha; been able to
plans. The excitement of the book is acting plans, the ration of college in- expand in every way to make its standcomes to college expenditures varies ards even higher. The office
said to defy description.
in the
from
year to year..- north end of Galpin is by no means
CENTER,-INCr- r:
ROCKEir";
The Last Rivet. The story of a city
is to have enough 'amerfr"-'acnihsitowo- )
The ideal set-uwithin a city, as told at the .ceremony college endowments to defray approxi- the process of dispersing academic
ndy machine
in which John' D." Rockefeller, ' Jr., mately one' half the cost of college
drove the last rivet of the last building, instruction, with the students defray- ejects its morsels with the coaxing of
ing the other half. A very, mistaken a nickel. The treasurer's office i a
Nov. 1, 1939. .
;
.
SCHAt)r:LER, R. H. edT
concept among most students is that vital "component of
t
makes-'ffDays We Celebrate. 4 vols. For each they are paying for all they get, when
The College of Wooster.
holiday the bqjoks contain plays, po- they pay full tuition and room and
board costs. Even the full-pa- y
etry, essays, stories, and games.
student
TAYLOR, EDMOND L.
receives nearly twice .'as much as he
1
Suits and Overcoats..
J9c
Startegy of Terror. This is a book
actually pays for intheform"Tof in.
which throws light for the first time
on a new sort of war, a "war of struction and the use of various education and recreation' facilities.
Phono 812
nerves.
1 to 5 passengers
13c
make it possible to main
WRITERS' PROGRAM. VA.
Virginia; a Guide to the Old Do
minion. A book which every visitor
to Virginia should read. It tells not
only where to go, what1 to see, and
how to get there, but contains also hisi
torical reminiscences' of the Revolu
Phone 260
Paul Lamale, agent
tionary War, and the Civil War.
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Sunday Evening Forum

pre-Thanksgivi-
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Arranges Speech Program
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A short discussion took place on the
advisability of having some of the outstanding theses bound in a volume, but
no decision was reached. Speaker J.
Charles Wynn entertained with the
customary treat at the Shack after the
meeting.

www

Math em al iis "Club

Sunday Evening Forum will aban:
don debates, lectures, and discussions
this week when the Y. W. C. A.
presents a program of music and
poetry based on Thanksgiving. The
Forum will meet at 7 p.m. Sunday in
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